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ASBL   ACS    

 

  Email : amartgallerytbrussel@gmail.com 

 

L. Van Merrisstraat, 2 B 

8970   Poperinge - België 

Contact - Amedeo ARENA :  +32(0)475 72 12 72 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Between ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel based in Belgium and 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Address:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Tel: …………………………..……….….   Email: ………………………………………………………….………………………………. 

Called the exhibitor is agreed: an exhibition. 

 

1. Price 

The price:  

The amount for 1 work of maximum 80 cm x 80 cm (frame included) =  150 € 

The amount for 4 works of maximum 80 cm x 80 cm (frame included) = 540 € 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibition venue:  

ESPACE ART GALLERY - Rue de Laeken, 83 

1000 Brussels  

  

Exposure period: July 2023 

 

Duration (days): 15 days 

 

Number of works: ………………………………………………………. 

 

Amount payable: …………………………………………..……………. 

 

Assembly and disassembly: ………………………………………. 
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2. Payment 

The exhibitor undertakes to pay to the ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel, the amount of the registration,  

no later than ……………………………. to complete and return this duly executed contract for agreement. 

The exhibitor undertakes to confirm his registration by email with a copy of the transfer slip. 

After this period, ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel reserves the right to cancel the said contract without any 

notice.  

If the exhibitor cancels his registration for any reason,  

ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel will not reimburse expenses incurred. 

 

3. Advertising and opening drink 
 

The ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel association covers the costs of the opening drink as well as the costs 

inherent to the promotional aspect of the event. 

ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel organises the drink as follows: various drinks + classic buffet. 

The exhibitor may, at his expense, complete the opening proposed above, if he wishes. 

The exhibitor is allowed to make all contacts he considers interesting in order to promote his 

exhibition. 

ACS ASBL - AmArtgallerybrussel will forward the event’s advertising documents to whoever is 

entitled to receive them.  

A short introduction will be made by the Director of AmArtgallerybrussel, Mr.Arena, to present the 

event. 

Other speakers can express themselves, to decide beforehand in common. 

The ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel ASBL cannot, under any circumstances, be held responsible for the 

number of people present at the opening, depending on various uncontrollable parameters. 

The staff will be provided by a member of the ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel association. 

There will always be an attendant at the exhibition site during business hours. 

 

3. Transport 
 

The transport and delivery of the works as well as the insurance of these is the responsibility of the 

exhibitor (except specific agreements to be determined). 

The ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel non-profit association assumes no liability of any kind (deterioration, 

loss, theft, etc.). 

Works must be sent to the following address:  

Mr Arena - Van Merrisstraat, 2 B - 8970 Poperinge - Belgïe or at a different address according to 

agreement. 

The works are returned by the ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel ASBL team, which is in no way responsible 

for any damage caused to the works during transport. 

The return shipment of the works will be made, by us, after receipt of the amount requested by the 

carrier. 
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ASBL   ACS    

 

  Email : amartgallerytbrussel@gmail.com 

 

L. Van Merrisstraat, 2 B 

8970   Poperinge - België 

Contact - Amedeo ARENA :  +32(0)475 72 12 72 

 

 

4. Exhibition 
 

The works to be exhibited must necessarily receive the consent of ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel.  

In order to illustrate the works exhibited and to mention the biography of the exhibitor, the latter is 

authorized to deposit at the places indicated by ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel one or more copies of a 

single written document. 

A presence of the exhibitor in the premises of AmArtgallerybrussel is allowed during normal opening 

hours. 

 

5. Delivery, hanging, dropping of works 
 

The hanging and dropping of the works will be handled by the exhibitor or’s representative (or 

according to different agreement to be determined). 

Delivery and docking to be defined after signing the contract. 

The removal and resumption of the works take place on the last day of ... 

 

6. Possible sales 
 

The ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel must receive at least 15 days before the beginning of the exhibition a 

firm list of prices of the works. 

In case of sale of a work, a 20% commission will be levied on the amount of the sale. 

 

Done at Brussels, the …………………………………………………… 

 

For ACS - AmArtgallerybrussel - ASBL,   The exhibitor, 

 

 

Bank account details: Amedeo Arena (+32(0)475 72 12 72) 
 
N° IBAN : BE62 3101 5250 0961 
code BIC : BBRUBEBB 
 
Banque ING : Nieuwstraat, 14 – 8970 Poperinge – Belgïe. 
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